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Abstract: The movement and deformation phenomenon of the land surface continues to be a big interest through its implications in the problems of the environment protection and constructions protection existing on the surface. The researches effectuated in this meaning lead to the conclusion that on the observations effectuated in the zones affected by the underground exploitations can be realized for casts on short, medium and log period regarding the phenomenon analyses.

These for casts have a special importance, meaning that there can be done studies of future for a lasting development of the zones affected by the underground exploitations.

During the existence period of a mining exploitation the topography represents an important component. The application of the topo-geodesic modern methods at the study of the pursuance methods of the land surface movement in the mining zones represents an essential condition for making evident in time of the phenomenon.
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1. Introduction

The mining underground exploitation has as effect the movement and deformation of the land from the exploitation area. The study of the influence of the underground exploitation it is necessary for underling the movement phenomenon and taking the protection measurements of the objectives performed on the surface and even of the surface itself.

The difficulty to treat the movement process from the exploitation space to the surface persists even today. Therefore, appeared the necessity to find some procedures of abstract or analytical calculation, which are simply to apply for the deformations from the surface, without using a mechanical pattern.

It is more evident the fact that the classical topographical systems of pursuance of the surface from the mining area, are responding hardly to the present requirements, because of the resolving period of this phenomenon.

The progress registered on the last years on the field of the geodesy and topography, through the implementation of the modern technologies of the surveys had putted rapidly an impact in all topo-geodesic activities.

2. Researches and results obtained through satellite surveys regarding the surface movement in the Maleia-E.M.Livezeni zone from the mining area Jiu Valey

During the existence period of a mining exploitation the topography represents an important component. The application of the topo-geodesic modern methods at the study of
the pursuance methods of the land surface movement in the mining zones represents an essential condition for making evident in time of the phenomenon.

It is more and more evident the fact that the classical topographical systems of pursuance of the surfaces from the mining basin, are hardly answering to the present needs, because of the time of solving this phenomenon.

The doctor’s thesis with the title “Improvement of the monitoring methods of the surfaces movements, situated in the mining zones”, it was elaborated for the necessity of development and modernisation of the topographical networks of support, using the technology of positioning GPS, for the pursuance in real time of the terrestrial surface, of the constructions existing on the surface from the mining basins.

A first examination that I done within the thesis, it is referring at the correlation and unitary treatment of the theoretical problems from the mining exploitation field, by studying a wide specialty bibliographical material.

The theoretical study, but even the practical reality points out the fact that the applications of the topo-geodesic methods at the pursuance of the surface movement phenomenon in the mining zones it is realised through the interdependence of more fields of terrestrial measurements, as well as the connection of these with other engineer sciences.

The elaboration of the paper was accomplished parallel with the practical implementation of the theoretical solutions presented into the thesis (chapters I-IV) through the case study effectuated in the mining zone Maleia -E.M. Livezeni from the mining Basin Jiului Valey Jiului. Thus was effectuated two cycles of measurements in the period: may 2007 – ZERO measurement and october 2007 – Cycle I.
On the basis of the effectuated study and of the concret results obtained in the two stages of measurements, I found that the proper selection of a method and of a technology represents the accurate interpretation of the measured values and the ulterior processing on the basis of the calculation technologies supported on the processing concepts of the satellite observations. Another decisive factor for the real values expression of the movement of these surfaces, it is even the materialization way of the observation points which forms the monitoring network, as well as the preservation assurance of these benchmarks on the entire period of the persuasion program, aspect followed up even on the case of the objective studied.

Another objective followed up into the doctor’s thesis it refers to the accurate projection from geodezic point of view of the persuasion network, as well as the planification, and the satellite measurements offers the following advantages:

- Decrease of the time necessary for the performance of the land measurements;
- Easy and fast access tot the persuasion points;
- The development of a working session, which starts and ends on the same day.

3. Conclusions and proposals

The elaborated doctor’s thesis pleads for the following problems:

- Implementation of this modern technology into the monitoring of the land surface from the mining exploitation zones;
- Application of the satellite measurements as well as the using of the geo-3D modelling, under the form of a permanent control system which to monitor the conduct in time of the surface movement from the mining basin, with the efficient notification in real time of any modification that can lead to damages to the existing contractions and to the environment.
- Realization of programs of research and development of the mining exploitation geological data correlated with the persuasion topographical study.

The movement and deformation phenomenon of the land surface continues to be a big interest through its implications in the problems of the environment protection and constructions protection existing on the surface. The researches effectuated in this meaning lead to the conclusion that on the observations effectuated in the zones affected by the
underground exploitations can be realized forcasts on short, medium and long period regarding the phenomenon analysed.

Therefore the determination of the real forecast in time of this movement phenomenon of the land surface can make that the investments in these zones to be realized constantly and with maximum efficiency. These forecasts have a special importance, meaning that there can be done studies of future for a lasting development of the zones affected by the underground exploitations.
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